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hath taken away." To which my only p o ssible response
was "Blessed be the name of the Lord I"
Ernest G. Muntz

BILL JAMES' SPORTS ALMANAC
April 6 , 1998

Paul A.

The boy's foot slipped off the wet
He lost his balance and fell the twenty
the overpass . His knee his squa rely on
He heard the sound, felt the worst pain
his kneecap cracked.

railroad track.
feet down from
a jutting rock.
of his life as

Franz

The medical science of the time offered little for
him. What it could offer was out of reach of his
working class family, with six children depending on
t heir carpenter father's livel ihood . Lourdes water was
available cheap from the paris h, and was the medic ine
the boy got most, not counting the prayers of parents,
brothers and sisters.
There was to be no hospital for
the boy, and the family saw a nd heard his pain in their
home.
The second night after t he acc ' dent, the boy could
take the pain no longer.
By some prescient abili ty, or
by innocent despair,

he reache d down,

unwound the

bandage, and in his agony pu lled a t half of his broken
kneecap.
He passed out, awoke rebandaged.
The pain
was still there, but not the ins pportable pain that
had driven him so far.
His knee heal~cl, DuL .i.t healed without implants,
plastic surgery, or physica l therapy.
In its most
limber times, it could bend maybe _if teen degrees.
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After that accident at age ten, the boy never ran.
He
did find a way to propel himself on a bicycle pedaling with his good leg, then pushing off the ground
with his bad one.
The baseball field in the little city park next
door to his house was of interest to him only for the
mushrooms he found at its edges and for the snakes in
the brushy perim~ter.
The snakes brought good money at
the zoo as food for predators. The lame boy was
feeding eagles and road runners.
The boy became what later times would call an
entrepreneur. The awkward cycling style supported
first one paper route, then multiple ones.
He made
enough that when he applied for, and was offered, a job
in a neighborhood factory, he had to turn it down
because he couldn't take the cut in income.
Paper delivery became candy deliver, his "candy
routes" as he called them.
There might have been a
slot machine or two in the truck, but the machines
always paid fairly.
A crooked machine was bad business
- in the long term, a money loser.
The candy delivery business evolved into a
catering business, and the now grown boy bought a
building in his neighborhood where his new cooking
skills supported a restaurant, literally a bar and
grill.
For forty-five years he presided behind the bar.
The bad knee kept him out of the World War, and off the
field of play in any athletic contest. Still, owning a
neighborhood bar carried civic responsibilities, and
one was the sponsorship of athletic teams, so over the
years many baseball teams took to the field with his
name on their backs.
Over the course of those forty-five years a
television c~me into the place, and for many hours of
those years lt was lit with Cincinnati Reds baseball
games.
His patrons may have watched those games, but
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he did not. His was a job where conversing on sports
might have been for most a necessity of the calling,
but no one could remember his starting or being drawn
into a conversation about sports, professional or
otherwise. The traditional Queen City summertime
greeting - "How 'bout them Reds?" - he could somehow
always deflect into a discuss ion of how the muggy
weather was playing hell with his tomato plants,
"though it looked like the zucchini would do alright."
Fall and winter didn't bring much talk of sport in
his neighborhood. Basketball wasn ' t a sport of his
generation, and football was something that people who
had gone to college concerned the mse lve s with.
People
didn't go to college in his neighborhood.
Their
vocation, mostly, was to move hogs and cattle, kill
them, cut them up and grind them up . He bought the
product, fed it back to them in hamburgers and double deckers. A food chain.
There were other, similar places in the
neighborhood, but he never felt in competition with
them.
His prices were set b y his costs plus what he
thought he ought to make.
If he checked his neighbors'
prices on anything, it was dra ft beer. He certainly
knew that beer glasses that looked very much alike came
with highly variable ranges of contents, and
occasionally he took advantage of that range.
Other
than that, the invisible hand of the marketplace didn't
burnish his operation into regi mented efficiency. A
typical day was two hours of lunch time chaos preceded
and followed by long hours of preparat ion for the next
bout of chaos.
And so it went those fort y-five years . The bad
knee didn't keep him from work ing twelve hours a day,
six days a week, and planning or tending his garden
almost every remaining waking hour.
He never jogged,
threw a ball, or a block. He sweated in labor, not
leisure.
(His garden was meant to produce, not kill
time.)
The lack of intentional exercise didn't keep
him from surviving one stroke , one he art attack, and
one robbery with shooting.
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Vacations were a rare thing.
A half-dozen times
in forty - five years he got away to fish, twice to hunt.
Two black-and - white photos, taken forty years apart,
showed him in the same pose, standing on a dock,
holding up a string of fish - big fish.
The similarity
of the photos was so great as to give rise to a family
joke - namely, that they were the same fish in the two
pictures, stuffed for use in photo opportunities.
He had married late in life, and had three kids,
two boys.
He had no secrets of curve balls and spirals
to hand down.
He hadn't gotten any from his father, a
German-born carpenter, and he was neither mindful nOL
regretful of this for either generation.
His business
was a good customer of the local breweries, and they
showed their appreciation by giving him tickets for box
seats in Crosley field - good seats, field level, third
base side.
He never used one, gave them to the kids,
who got there on their own.
There was no resentment on anybody's part over
this arrangement.
He wasn't interested in games; if
anyone else was, that was fine.
If he had ever seen
football games, they were the ones his elder son played
in, and precious few of those.
High school football is
playe d on Friday nights. He had to get up at 3:30 on
Saturday morning to open his place up, get the chili
cooking.
Nobody else was going to do it.
By the time
his younger kids were born, he had moved to what he
called "the country, II an isolated place, where his
garden could expand.
Not exactly a Brigham Young
story, but the locale was as separate from urban
sporting influence as the Mormons were from the Union.
"Thisll thought Chris, Ills how I became the one man
in America innocent of sport.
I've reached the nirvana
of not knowing the fear of losing or the high of
winning.
The thrill of victory, or the agony of agon."
"SO why,lI he thought, "Am I, an industrial hygienist
for Global Midwest Brands, sitting in a lecture at the
ann~al mee~ing ?f the National Industrial Hygienists
Soclety, llstenlng to a philosophy professor from Notre
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Dame talk about 'true success,' in ways that keep
coming back to football?"
In truth it was one of the best talks he'd ever
heard on the trade association circuit, where the
speeches usually fell under the rubrics of "Peeks
Inside the Beltway by Some Really Big Insiders" or "The
Next Trend That's Going to Change Life as We Know It
That You Rubes in the Audience were Too Obtuse to Pick
Up On, But Now That I Have You Can Read About It My
Book, Available in the Lobby." No, this guy was an
original. A bona fide academic philosopher, he had
published on St. Anselm, not exactly pop self-help
stuff. He offered a simple and tantalizing proposition
- "I am a philosopher," said Professor Morris, "I have
spent my life studying the best that has been thought
and said, and I have found in that study a few
principles for living a truly successful life."
One of these principles, "A Confidence to See Us
Through," he found in William James.
"William James"
said Professor Morris, "Looked at the successful
'
athlete, and tried to figure out what lay behind that
success. His answer was 'precursive faith', a faith
that 'runs before' action, that foresees success, that
creates success." "What!" thought Chris, "William
James, brother of Henry, Harvard professor William
James, looking at athletes to find the mental
conditions for success? Can't be. II
Turns out, Chris found, Professor Morris was
right.
In many ways, James was the original sports
psychologist.
He repeatedly used the analogy of a
mountain climber trapped where the only escape is by a
"terrible leap", to illustrate his dictate of
precursive faith:
Have faith that you can successfully make it, and
your feet are nerved to its accomplishment. But
mistrust yourself, and think of all the sweet
things you have heard the scientists say of
maybes, and you will hesi tate. so long that, ~t
last, all unstrung and trembllng, and launchlng
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yourself in a moment of despair, you roll in the
abyss.
In such a case (and it belongs to an
enormous class), the past of wisdom as well as of
courage is to believe what is in the line of your
needs, for only by such belief is the need
fulfilled.
"Is Life Worth Living?" From W. James,
Essays in Popular Philosophy.
Compare "The
Sentiment of Rationality" from the same
collection.
How many times, thought Chris, had a televised
athlete said the same thing in a post - victory
interview?
"I used my visualization to see a good
vault, and I nailed it." The winning vault, brought to
by William James, official philosopher of Nike, Inc.,
who reminds you to "Just Do It."
James' "precursive faith" applied to group action
as well. He said:
social organism of any sort whatever, large or
small, is what it is because each member proceeds
to his own duty with a trust that the other
members will simultaneously do theirs. Wherever a
desired result is achieved by the co - operation of
many independent persons, its existence as a fact
is a pure consequence of the prccursive faith jn
one another of those immediately concerned. A
government, an army, a commercial system, a ship,
a college, an athletic team, all exist on this
condition, without which not only is nothing
achieved, but nothing is even attempted.
"The
Will to Believe," from id.

A

The further Chris delved into James, the more
curious parallels he found to belief systems that
surrounded him, including those of Global Midwest
Brands. Global Midwest taught him this about High
Performing Organizations:
A high performing organization is one where all
members can spontaneously act in the best interest
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of the enterprise as well as t heir own self
interest.
What was this but James' p r ecursive faith that all
in an organization will do the ir j obs with excellence?
Like James, Gl obal Midwest was obsessed with
exce l lence, the exceptional pe r formance that o ften is
born out of crisis. James yearn ed f o r the rigor, the
sacrifice, the self-discip line, the l i fe i n extremis,
that came out of war. Like Nap oleon, h e saw that me n
would die for a scrap of r ibbon, and J a mes wondered how
that will cou l d be ha r n e s sed to higher purp ose . James
wanted "the mo r al e quiva l e nt of war."
As he described it, this meant somet h i ng like t he
Peace Corps, or the CCC:
To coat and iron mines , to freight t ra i ns, to
fishing fleets in De cember, to dishwashing,
clothes-washing, and window - wash ing, to road
building and tunnel -making, to fou ndries and
stoke-hol e s, and to the frames of s k yscrapers,
would our gilded you ths be drafted o ff, according
to their choice, to get the childi s h ness knocked
out of the m, and to come back into soc i ety with
healthier sympathies and soberer i deas.
They
would have pa i d their blood tax, done their own
part in the immemor ial human war fa re against
nature; they would t re a d the eart h more proudly,
their women would value them mo re highly, they
would be better fathers and te achers of the
following generation . W. Jame s, liThe Moral
Equival e nt of War", f rom ESSAYS ON FAITH AND
MORALS.
Where did it come fr om, James ' nostalgie de la
boot camp? To Chris, James' st udi ed justif i cation of
certainty, and of vigorou s, almost u nconsci o us, action
was not quite convincing . Even James' great VARIETIES
OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE s eemed fille d with a sad envy
of its subjects who could surrende r themselves to
faith, once and for all, a nd act o n that faith.
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James' provenance held some clues. His
grandfather, an Irish immigrant to upstate New York,
was a self - made man who left a fortune of three million
dollars in the first half of the last century, when a
dollar was a dollar, and a million dollars was serious
mone y.
william's father, Henry Senior, was described by
George Bernard Shaw as the most interesting person in
an astounding family, one including not only William
and his brother Henry, but their sist er hlic e , a
remarkable diarist and chronic invalid who wrote on her
impending early death from cancer with irony and humor.
Shaw's estimate of Henry Senior was defensible . A
middle child among thirt e en children of his
enterprising father, Henry Senior at thirteen lost a
l e g as a result of stamping out a fire somehow caused
by a toy balloon. Henry Senior's fragmentary
autobiography ignores this seemingly noteworthy fact,
wh i l e d e tailing at length the moral significance of
filching change from his father's dresser drawer, and
of ogling a housemaid through the church window during
services. At twenty-nine, Henry Senior had a
b re akdown, feeling periods of "perfectly insane and
ab j ect terror" over two years, "with gradua l ly
lengthening intervals of relief." Disgust with himself
and the very notion of selfhood marked his crisis.
Henry Senior's salvation was the philosopher Swedenborg
and his doctrine of what Henry called "the sheer and
abj e ct phenomenality of the selfhood of man."
Distinctions, and seeking distinctions among p e ople
became anathema to him.
Son William wrote of the resulting behavior with
affection:
Nothing so endlessly besotted in Mr. James' eyes,
as the pretensions to possess personally any
substantive merit or advantage whatever, any worth
other than your unconscious uses to your kind!
Nothing pleased him like exploding the bubbles of
conventional dignity, unless it was fraternizing
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on the simplest and commonest plane with all lowly
persons whom he met. To exalt.humble and ab~se
proud things was ever the darllng sport of hls
conversation - a conversation the somewhat
reckless humor of which, when he was in the
abasing mood, often startled the good people of
Boston, who did not know him well e nough to see
the endlessly genial and humane intuition form
which the whole mood flowed.
Wm . James,
Introduction, HENRY SENIOR'S LITERARY REMAINS.
How would a person of such views raise his sons?
By all accounts, including the sons', with indulgence,
unconditional love, and lively disputes over ideas, to
which the father and sons came as equals.
Son Henry described it in his characteristic way,
in prose so dense as to seem on first, and fifth
reading, just a wash of pretty sound:
The freedom from pressure that we enjoyed in every
direction, all those immunities and exemptions
that had been, in protracted childhood, positively
embarrassing to us.
.before the framework,
ecclesiastical and mercantile, squared at us as
with reprobation from other households, where it
seemed so to conduce to their range of resource these things consorted with our yet being yearned
over or prescribed for, by every implication,
after a fashion that was to make the social
organization of such invidious homes, under my
subsequent observation of life, affect me as so
much bleak penury or domestic desert whe re these
things of the spirit, these genialities of faith
were concerned. Henry James, NOTES OF A SON.
The James household had no more conventional
structure of education than faith, as the family moved
from New York City to Boulogne, to Geneva, and back to
New York.
It was not a household where lessons were
drilled into children, as William, at age 25 "whined"
(his word) in a letter to a friend:
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[M]y habits of mind have been so bad that I feel
as if the greater part of the last ten years had
been worse than wasted, and now have so little
surplus of physical vigor as to shrink from trying
to retrieve them.
Too late! Too late!
If I had
been drilled further in mathematics, physics,
chemistry, logic, and the history of metaphysics,
and had established, even if only in my memory, a
firm and thoroughly familiar basis of knowledge in
all these sciences - instead of having now to keep
going back and picking up loose ends of these
elements, and wasting whole hours in looking to
see how the new facts are related to them, or
whether they are related at all - I might be
steadily advancing.
Wm. James, Letter to Tom Ward, No.7, 1867
IIRight,1I thought Chris, lIyou might have been
steadily advancing to a conventional career in
medicine, or the sciences; but professors of philosophy
would not be talking about you at the annual meeting of
the Industrial Hygienists Society, one hundred and
thirty years later."
Chris found that William could have blamed his
lack of progress on a lot of things other than a
discursive education.
Insomnia, eye problems, stomach
troubles, a bad back, suicidal depression - none of
which prevented him from taking a medical degree at
Harvard.
Together, they prevented him from putting
that degree to practical use. At age twenty-eight
William's IIneurasthenia
(the ancestor of today's
"chronic fatigue syndrome"?) ripened to a breakdown not
unlike his father's.
He described it in his diary:
ll

I went one evening into a dressing-room in the
twilight to procure some article that was there;
when suddenly there fell upon me without any
warning, just as if it came out of the darkness, a
horrible fear of my own existence.
Simultaneously
the 7e arose in my mind the image of an epileptic
pat~ent whom I had seen in the asylum, a black-
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haired youth with greenish skin, entirely idiotic,
who used to sit all day on one of the benches, or
rather shelved against the wall, with his knees
drawn up against his chin, and the coarse gray
undershirt, which was his only garment, drawn over
them inclosing his entire figure.
He sat there
like a sort of sculptured Egyptian cat or Peruvian
mummy, moving nothing but his black eyes and
looking absolutely non-human.
The image and my
fear entered into a species of combination with
each other.
That shape am I, I felt, potentially.
There was such a horror of him, and such a
perception of my own merely momentary discrepancy
from him, that it was as if something hitherto
solid within my beast gave way entirely, and I
became a mass of quivering fear.
Wm. James, Diary entry, Feb. 1, 1870, from F.O.
Mathiessen, The James Family, A Group Biography,
at 217.
By William's account, he willed himself out of
this persistent, crippling fear.
"My first act of free
will shall be to believe in free will." MATHIESSEN at
217.
He came to write that what makes life significant
is the bending of the will to an ideal.
"The solid
meaning of life is always the same eternal thing - the
marriage, namely, of some unhabitual ideal, however
special, with some fidelity, courage, and endurance,
with some man's or woman's pains." Wm. James, "What
Makes a Life Significant?" The upscale tranquillity of
one uplifting Chautauqua afternoon left him pining for
something "primordial and savage, even though it were
as bad as an Armenian massacre, to set the balance
straight again."
Id.
What do we have, primordial and savage, to set the
balance straight on a Sunday afternoon . The NFL.
Sooner or later, thought Chris, you have got to come to
an accommodation with sport.
E.B. White said, in his
great essay on New York city, that New York was
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"particularly constructed to absorb almost anything
that comes along.
.without inflicting the event on
its inhabitants, so that every event is, in a sense,
optional, and the inhabitant is in the happy position
of being able to choose his spectacle and so conserve
his soul." When it comes to sport, there is no New
York here - or there.
Take recruiting for Global Midwest Brands, for
example. The recruiting committee, or at least the
males, loved to see athletic accomplishment on a
resume.
It wasn't a substitute for scholastic or
business achievement, but it was a plus factor, one
that might make a cum laude as good as a magna.
Chris
asked the recruiting director once why this was so, and
got this answer:
"It shows that the applicant is goaldirected, meaning she can focus on achievement and what
it takes to get there."
"True enough," said Chris,
"but so does achievement in music, science, or even,
God forbid, ballet."
"Yes, but with an athlete, you know you're not
dealing with a loser."
Chris got it. The trick is bending the will to an
ideal, and the ideal is - not losing. The cult of
Lombardi. Who hasn't heard it? "Winning is not
everything.
It's the only thing." Not Lombardi's only
lapidary phrase. Consider "I hold it more important to
have the players' confidence than their affection."
"The will to excel and the will to win, they endure.
They are more important than any events that occasion
them." Or was that last one William James? No, it was
Lombardi. The confusion is understandable.
Actually, if thirty years of listening to
sportscasters teaches anything, it's that it's not the
will to win, it's the fear to lose that seems to
motivate the most. What did the tennis great say?
"Losing hurts more than winning feels good,"
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Now Lombardi is on a stamp, after a great public
debate around whether the stamp should honestly show
the gap between the teeth.
It does.
Why does this man live in our national
consciousness nearly thirty years after he died? Chris
thought it was because he was the best embodiment of
the seriousness of our play. A great historian [Johan
Huizinga] believed that what characterizes us humans is
our capacity for play. Homo ludens was for him a
better description of the species than homo sapiens;
and this historian pointed out, correctly, Chris
believed, that play, at least in the sense of game
playing, is very serious business.
For a time, at
least, all other reality is suspended, the field of
play is its own world, and nothing else matters.
The
greatest sinner in this world isn't the cheater - the
one who accepts the goal of victory, but would use
corrupt means to get it - it's the spoilsport, who
won't bend to the seriousness of the play.
In the
world of serious play, it's better to be a heretic than
an agnostic.
Lombardi was the high priest of
orthodoxy.
"Winning is not everything.
It's the only
thing. "
Lombardi also lives on because he has his Boswell,
Jerry Kramer, to burnish his myth.
Kramer assembled
recollections of Lombardi, inevitably under the title
"Winning is the Only Thing." Kramer obviously loved
the man, and intended the book as pure hagiography, but
thirty years later, through the love, and through the
desire to canonize, unavoidably comes the picture of
the classic manipulative manager. Lombardi would
impose odd and arbitrary rules on players.
For
example, they could drink in a bar, but not at a bar.
Getting soused at a table or in a booth was presumably
more discreet than doing it at the bar itself - or at
least that was Chris' guess. None of the players that
Kramer interviewed mentioned that Lombardi ever gave
them a reason. One of them did point out that when
Lombardi caught a particularly key player in red - handed
violation of the rule, he suspended him for the next
game, but let the rest of the team vote to overrule the
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suspension, which they did.
Guess they'd learned that
winning is the only thing, too.
Mostly it seemed that Lombardi's genius lay in
uniting his teams in hatred of him.
"To play this
game, you must have that fire in you, and there is
nothing that stokes fire like hate." And since
Lombardi believed that "running a football team is no
different than running any other kind of organization an army, a political party or a business," and since he
found a willing audience for the "winning is the only
thing" philosophy in business, he unwittingly created
work for generations of human resources operatives at
Global Midwest, who had the job of trying to convince
90,000 employees that they really weren't getting paid
to one-up each other - or to crush into the dust any
colleague they saw as an impediment to an immediate
goal.
The baby boomer generation moves through the
population curve like that proverbial pig through a
python, and Chris, riding the pig, had watched the
management/coaching philosophies at Global Midwest
change from the Lombardian to ones more seemly to
sedate middle age.
From "The Management Secrets of
Genghis Khan", one of which was "It is not enough that
I win, all others must lose", the boomers moved to
management experts who ask "What do you want on your
tombstone?" The assumed answer isn't "A won-lost
recc:rd."
If ~ombardi had flourished today, in this
envlron~ent hls fate wouldn't have been a postage
stamp, It would have been "Dilbert."
, The ~ythic coach for this era isn't the
manlpulatlve Lombardi, it's Phil Jackson, who had maybe
the greatest management challenge of all time - to
c~ach somebody so,good that he made spectators out of
hls teammates: Mlchael Jordan star of court
shoes, subject of the pop song'''If I Could B 'L~kcreen,
Mike"
i
' h'
e 1 e
'
conlC elr - apparent to the Marlboro Man the
one wh 0 doesn't promote cancer.
'
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True to Zeitgeist, Phil Jackson moves sport from
the moral equivalent of war to the literal equivalent
of religion. His testament is SACRED HOOPS - SPIRITUAL
LESSONS OF A HARDWOOD WARRIOR, forward by Senator Bill
Bradley. The chapter titles alone show that this is a
serious, humorous book:
"Aggressiveness Without Anger"
- post that one on the intranet at Global Midwest "Coaching Michelangelo", and Chris' personal favorite,
"If you meet the Buddha in the Lane, Feed Him the
Ball."
Phil Jackson is the son of a pair of Pentecostal
preachers who worked in Montana and North Dakota. By
his own account, he never felt the power of the Holy
Spirit, and avoided that issue by working on his jump
shot. His considerable personal basketball success
didn't fill the religious void, until he got a little
help from.
William James:
On one of the Knicks' road trips, I picked up a
copy of William James' The Varieties of Religious
Experience, a book filled with firsthand accounts
by Quakers, Shakers, and other Christian mystics.
I couldn't put it down. Reading their stories, it
was clear that mystical experience didn't have to
be a big production.
It didn't require
hallucinogenic drugs or a major Pentecostal-style
catharsis.
It could be as uneventful as a moment
of reflection.
When I finished the book, I put it down, said a
prayer and, all of a sudden, experienced a quiet
feeling of inner peace.
SACRED HOOPS at 46.
Much of SACRED HOOPS is Jackson's story of trying
to move a group "in your face ll virtuosos to use a
complicated offense that had to be so ingrained that it
operated on an unconscious level, where each player, to
borrow the Global Midwest HR manager's phrase, could
spontaneously work for the good of the team in
literally thoughtless action.
Jackson analyzed the
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fabled IIzone ll of sporting invincibility and pronounced
it - IIZen.1I
Jackson's elevated treatment of sport is today not
at all unusual.
Chris wondered, if William James were
alive today, would he be writing THE VARIETIES OF
ATHLETIC EXPERIENCE? He'd have a lot of competition,
judging by the titles in the sports section of any
fair - sized bookstore - THE INNER GAME OF TENNIS; GOLF
AND THE KINGDOM; HOW LIFE IMITATES THE WORLD SERIES.
Serious stuff . What was the Los Angeles sportscaster
supposed to have said?
IIIn the department store of
life, sports is the toy department?1I
It's a sentiment
trotted out in the sports pages every time sport has a
brush with death, or the threat of death, but it's a
false protest, a head fake on the Grim Reaper.
There is in truth nothing more serious than the
sports pages, unless its sports TV.
Sport gives the
media an endless supply of copy, and receives reverence
and homage in return.
Chris loved the solemnity of it,
the excesses that outstripped anything you could make
up.
Take this from THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE:
[San Francisco quarterback] Jan Steven Young is
the great - great-great-grandson of Brigham Young,
the Mormon leader who died in 1877 without
realizing the impact his seed would have on the
National Football League.
Id., Jan. 11, 1998, at
28-29.

"A moment's sympathy," thought Chris, "For Brigham
Young, who died, having led his people to their
P70mised land, the president of his church, leaving 17
~~ves an~ 57 children, but ignorant, sadly, of the
~mpact h~s seed would have on the National Football
League."
Chris found the most remarkable thing about that
passage from THE TIMES was that it's so unremarkable.
When it comes to sports coverage, our sensibilities are
so bludgeoned we couldn't tell Jerry Springer from
Edward R. Murrow.
God help the famous athlete with any
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cick relativ e! The juxtaposi tion of the ha le and the
infirm is something we just can't leave alone. We must
watch Nancy Kerrigan's purb lind mother watching her
daughter's performance, the mother's face pressed to an
oversized video monitor. And we really want to hear
the answer to this questi on put to quar terback Jim
Plunkett on the eve of a Super Bowl, "Jim, is your
mother dead and your fathe r blind, or is it the other
way around?" Athletes who react to the hype like the
Super Bowl player who sa id "If this is the biggest game
of all time, how come they're playing it again next
year?" don't win our hear ts, or get big shoe contracts.
Sometimes it seemed to Chris that if sports were
the moral equivalent of wa r, the press were the camp
followers, and the athlet es were the cannon fodder and increasingly younger cannon fodder.
It turns out
that the coaching world has discovered that pound - forpound, the strongest humans are prepubesce nt girls. An
Olympic swimming coach has discovered " If you can train
them at seven or so, so that they have the endurance
and the discipline to take advantage of this surge when
it comes, there's a window of opportuni ty in which you
have an amazingly powerful athlete." THE NEW YORKER,
MAR. 9, 1998 at 33 .
As a father, Chris had had an opport unity to see
the moral equivalent of war fought by little g irls. As
a soccer dad, he'd logged numberle ss hours alongside
bumpy fields watching parents, veins-a-pop, urging
seven-year-olds to "Attack! " He'd also seen twelve year-old refs abused, pare nts attacke d, and attacked
parents retaliate with Mace. By some fairly constant
natural law, it seemed tha t the rancor of spectators at
these contests was directl y proportional to their
pounds overwei ght.
The older the contest ants , the les s the games had
to do with them and the more i had to do with the
spectators, the coaches, the i stituti o~s re~resented.
When the six year old sat down on the f~eld 'because.
she was tired , " it was cute.
f a twelve year old d~d
it it would be a moral fa iling. What started out as
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play looked more and more like work. And the weekly
contests seemed to be less between teams than the
ancient contest between the individual and the
collective. William James, Chris remembered, longed
for the moral equivalent of war after finding his
selfhood intolerable.
Like the rest of the world, Chris admired the
young gymnast who found the will to do one more vault
on just one good leg. He didn't admire the coach, who,
with no knowledge of the girl's condition, had egged
her on, screaming "You can do it! You can do it!"
Wouldn't William James say that precursive faith should
come from within? Chris thought about that ten year
old boy of long ago.
It someone had told him to reach
down, take out a part of himself, what would the rest
of his life been like?

FAREWELL TO SCOTLAND
April 13, 1998

Written by Clifford G. Grulee Jr.
and read by Robert G. Loudon

Our friend Bud Grulee died on the second of
January of this year. He completed the paper "FAREWELL
TO SCOTLAND" about a month before the accident that
eventually led to his death.
He had asked me for help
in reading and pronouncing placenames and words, in a
poem hand-written by his Scottish ancestor; he and I
had a lot of fun interpreting this antique document.
He sent me a copy of his completed paper, asking for
suggestions and comments:
I said he shouldn't change a
word.
He invited me to share the presentation with him
by reading the poem which it included, "to give
authenticity to the various Scottish expressions";
I

